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Who am I?



You are all starting the next 
chapter of an adventure

How long does it seem 
for this to happen?

The Journey



Over the next seven years at Holmes 
Chapel the children we all care for will...

Have a lot of 
fun and 
laughter

Learn to deal with 
life’s bumps and 

lumps

Make 
lifelong 

memories

Become part of a 
massive family 

Turn from 
children into 

adults

Make new 
friends

Learn 
new 
skills

Grow out of 
several sets of 

clothes

Enter and exit the 
‘grumpy’ stage

Make us 
proud

Make 
some 

mistakes
Learn 

Move 
out

Become more 
independent

Have girlfriends 
and/or 

boyfriends

The Journey
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We want our children to be an active part 
of a safe, caring and inclusive community 
where they can thrive and be happy

Being a good parent requires knowing when to push and when to back off, 
when to help and when to let them make mistakes. 
It is having the courage to allow our children to try, to fail, to support them to 
try again and to grow so that they become resilient, strong and forge their 
own path through a successful and happy life. 

Community
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Contributing

Together

Caring

Polite

Happy

Kind
Cooperative HelpfulListening

Inclusive

Respectful

Trusting

Positive

Open

Safe

TalkingSupportive

Being a 
community

The greatness of a 
community is most 
accurately 
measured by the 
compassionate 
actions of its 
members…. 
A heart of grace 
and a soul 
generated by love

Coretta Scott King

Holmes Chapel Comprehensive School and 
Sixth Form College - Shared community ethos

Community



Welcome to our school

Trust us Work with usTalk to us

Talk positively about self, about learning and 
about health with your child

Talk to your child 
about what they 

learned every day

Be an 
active 
reader

HomeSchool
Your 
Child

Bernard Bielby - 1984

School’s easy Nigel…
● Turn up on time
● Be polite
● Work hard 
● Do as your told
● Do your best

Education is a shared commitment between dedicated 
teachers, motivated students and enthusiastic parents 

Engage with 
your child’s 

online learning



What does it mean to be successful as a school and community?
We want our children to be the best version of themselves

happy

brave

excited

determined

polite

enthusiastic

confident

committed

proud

valued

safe

involved

healthy

ambitious motivated caringsecure cooperative

Success
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At our school, we strive to work with families to: 

• promote, encourage and support our students to learn and to achieve 
as the central purpose of our school and learning as an enjoyable life-long 
activity; 

• foster a caring, sharing and trusting community that has high 
expectations and recognises and celebrates all of our achievements; 

• create a positive culture which is responsive to the needs and gifts of 
individuals; 

• nurture and develop individuals who will contribute to and benefit 
from the wider world.
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Who can we go to for support? 

What's the issue? Who to contact
General information Form tutor 

Learning and curriculum Heather Hughes, (Learning Intervention Manager)

Pastoral and welfare Head of House 

Special Educational Needs Lisa Gallimore (Deputy SEND Co)

Primary to secondary SEND transition Louise Guy
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Miss Heather Hughes 
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Your child’s Form Tutor

Arley Capesthorne Moreton Tatton
Head of House
Miss Bagshaw

Head of House
Ms Bentley

Head of House
Ms Moyes

Head of House

7AH
Pauline Hanrahan
pauline.hanrahan@hccs.info 

7CH
Amy Albon
amy.albon@hccs.info 

7MH
Holly Wimbush
holly.wimbush@hccs.info

7TH
Dan Reeves
dan.reeves@hccs.info

7AC
Vicky Royle & Alex Dedman
vicky.royle@hccs.info
alex.dedman@hccs.info 

7CC
Steven Beasley
steven.beasley@hccs.info

7MC
Steph Eustis
steph.eustis@hccs.info

7TC
Sophie Warmenhaven
sophie.warmenhaven@h
ccs.info
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Heads of House
Pastoral care and support

Student Services Team

Arley Capesthorne Moreton Tatton

Miss Bagshaw Ms Bentley Ms Moyes
Mrs 

Challoner-Mattin/ 
Mrs Morgan

emily.bagshaw@hccs. 
info

ann.bentley@hccs. info joanne.moyes@hccs. 
info

laura.challonermattinb
@hccs. info/ 
caroline.morgan@hcc.in
fo
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Communications: tracking and reporting progress 

Supporting your child in the the new 
year at HCCS

• Post covid
• Support and catch up
• Social, emotional and academic
• Different shape to the first few weeks 

Later on...
• CAT Tests… in 2nd half of the first term
• Introduction to Accelerated Reading and 

Accelerated Numeracy programme 

Three interim progress reports over 
the year 
● November, February and June

Parents evening in February
● Note that we do not publish a narrative 

written ‘end of year’ report in year 7  
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● Parental expectations… getting in touch…
○ phone and email

● Protocols…
○  Respect, trust, manners, being polite

● Time… 48 hours

Communicating with school
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What is it like to be a student at our school?

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Q8yk3pOaH8ZZ0q5NT2i8dFWlzhCVNDqI/preview
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Google classroom

- This is an online platform used by teachers to 
set and mark work. 

- Each tutor group have their own Google 
Classroom. 

- Students access this through their school email. 



Moving forward- Google Classrooms 
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Google classroom codes
Tutor Group/ House colour Tutor Code

7AH Pauline Hanrahan lj3ss6e
7AC Vicky Royle & Alex Dedman vbtl5lp
7CH Amy Albon kp72ijt
7CC Steven Beasley vt2x5gw
7MH Holly Wimbush lbuvlhk
7MC Steph Eustis 6avprhd
7TH Dan Reeves o7l77p4
7TC Sophie Warmenhaven 6pqtydi
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What do Year 6 students need to do now? 

1. Practise logging into their school email

2. Join the tutor Google Classroom using the code for their tutor group

- Watch their tutor’s ‘introducing me’ video

- Complete their first assignment, a Google Form introducing 

themselves (All about me)

- Ask questions via the comments section on the classroom. 
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What is next for you and your child?

• Look at the transition tab on the school website
• Practice the journey to school
• Get your child to pack their bag
• Read the parent FAQs
• Watch the Google Classroom videos
• Any additional correspondence relating to your child, send it in to 

admissions. 
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Transition Summer School
• Thursday 27th August: 7AH, 7AC, 7CH, 7CC. 
• Friday 28th August: 7MH, 7MC, 7TH, 7TC. 

• A great opportunity to get to know the school.
• Non compulsory and free
• Further details will be posted on the website
• Sign up form will be made available before the end of this week 
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“Never do anything regularly for your 
child that they are capable of doing 
for themselves”
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FAQ link

If you have FAQs email in…..

transition@hccs.info

admissions@hccs.info 

mailto:transition@hccs.info
mailto:admissions@hccs.info
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Thank you for listening.  

Any questions?

transition@hccs.info admissions@hccs.info

mailto:transition@hccs.info
mailto:admissions@hccs.info

